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A: I'm not sure if I understand your problem, but it looks like you're trying to do something like this: .htaccess RewriteEngine On RewriteCond %{REQUEST_FILENAME}!-f RewriteCond %{REQUEST_FILENAME}!-d RewriteCond
%{REQUEST_URI}!(\.png|\.jpg|\.jpeg|\.pdf|\.avi|\.mp3|\.zip|\.rar|\.zip|\.html|\.css|\.gif|\.js|\.flv|\.ico|\.pdf)$ RewriteRule ^([^/]*)/?$ /$1.html Then just copy and paste the source url of any site that you don't want rerouted into a new URL where the destination is the new.html file in the same
directory. If that's not what you want to do, I'd recommend posting it all in an edit. What do you mean by "ontop of the site?" What browser are you testing it in? The Rationale Behind [Website] Hacks - ankon ====== Muzza I think the reason he had to move to Rails was for ease of use

and maintain- ability. He basically wrote an equivalent of Rails in PHP. Just like Rails doesn't include every single framework feature under the sun, he did the same in PHP. ------ quadrapassel A good read, but I think the title is a bit harsh. ------ Toshio I think the problem is neither Joomla nor
PHP. The problem is the business model that one starts a CMS business based on a free, open-source CMS such as Joomla (or similar). This is exactly like selling an open-source operating system. The company that decided to sell an open-source operating system's license had to convert

their product to a shitty closed-source one to'make money' and avoid lawsuits. This is a lesson to all of us: open-source licenses and open-source business models are not worth selling. Hemoglobin A1c Assay Comparison in
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youlovethebook: Leave it on1. Field of the Invention The invention relates to a method for an improved SOI for magnetoresistive heads and more particularly, a method for an improved SOI for magnetoresistive heads which is less affected by oxide thickness variations. 2. Description of the
Related Art Magnetic heads for reading and writing magnetically recorded media are used in many magnetic disc drives. FIG. 1 illustrates a conventional head 10 having a main pole 30 and an auxiliary pole 20. A primary recording medium 12 is positioned adjacent to the main pole 30. The
auxiliary pole 20 is separated from the main pole 30 by a nonmagnetic gap layer 14. Current flows through the main pole 30 and the auxiliary pole 20, and the recorded magnetic fields on the primary medium 12 produce a corresponding change in the resistance of the read sensor 40. The
sensor resistance varies in accordance with the orientation and magnitude of the magnetic field emanating from the recorded medium. The resistance changes of the sensor 40 are converted into playback signals. The auxiliary pole 20 and the main pole 30 generally lie along a direction

normal to the disc 12 and are shaped so that the apex of the pole tip 22 is aligned with the disc 12. FIG. 2 shows a side view of the head 10 and the disc 12. A side of the head 10 opposite the disc 12 is generally formed with a shield 16 in order to confine the magnetic flux in a magnetic gap
region 18 and to improve the resolution of the head 10. The shield 16 and the shield gap region 18 define a sensor region 16′. The primary recording medium 12 may be a magnetic disc or a magneto-optical disc. The head 10 of FIG. 1 reads the magnetically recorded information of the disc

12 from a radius point of the disc 12 away from the center of rotation of the disc 12. Thus, the recording density at the radius point is maximum. Generally, the recording density increases with the radius of the disc 12, and the recording density near the center of the disc 12 is typically
higher than that near the circumference of the disc 12. The read head 40 of FIG. 1 operates on the principle of the anisotropic magnetoresistive (AMR) effect or the giant magnetoresistive (GMR) effect. With reference to FIGS. 3 and 4, the AMR sensor 40 typically comprises a circular

substrate 41 of, for example, NiFe, having a pair of thin film magnetic shields 42, 44 sandwiching
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